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The eﬀect of chemical ordering and lattice
mismatch on structural transitions in phase
segregating nanoalloys
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We elucidate the eﬀect of lattice mismatch and chemical ordering on structural transitions in bimetallic
nanoalloys of B1.5 nm. We show that collective screw dislocation motions happen in small mismatch
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shell@core systems while strongly mismatched ones favour incomplete outer shell rearrangements. Cooperative
transitions can also become hindered when the chemical ordering breaks the geometrical symmetry. Escaping
from an unfavourable morphological basin occurs first via re-arrangements of the geometry and then changes
towards a better chemical pattern. We observe that the chemical re-ordering mechanisms are independent of
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system composition and stoichiometry but hinge on the initial and final chemical arrangements.

1 Introduction
The architecture and chemophysical properties of a nanocluster
are intimately related: optical,1,2 magnetic,3,4 and catalytic5,6
features can be tuned by controlling its size, chemical composition and shape, which, in turn, are ruled by the delicate interplay
of kinetic, entropic and energetic contributions.7
Exquisite control over the size and ordering of a nanoalloy is
almost at reach;8–11 however, experimental samples are generally
polydisperse.7,12 Both kinetic and entropic effects13,14 contribute
to diversify the architectures resulting from gas-condensation,
solidification, synthesis or other methodologies. Structural rearrangement and chemical reordering can take place due to
ageing, when the nanoalloy is excited by an electron beam, or
through thermal annealing. Therefore, it is desirable to predict
under which conditions shape fluctuations take place.11,15–17
Morphology interconversion processes have been studied
for monometallic, core–shell and vertex-decorated systems by
means of transition state search algorithms, molecular
dynamics or enhanced sampling techniques.18–28 It has been
shown that solid–solid transitions of cuboctahedral (Co) or
decahedral (Dh) morphologies into an icosahedral (Ih) one
happen in nanoclusters, with sizes as small as 147 atoms, via
cooperative screw-dislocation motions also known as diamond–
square–diamond (DSD) rearrangements.29,30 Such a mechanism
is the nanoscale equivalent of the bulk martensitic transformation from fcc to bcc. Indeed, both transitions are diffusionless
with a lattice deformation driven by a shear motion. The DSD
mechanisms lead to a change in the number of twinning planes,
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with the transformation of triangular (111) into/from square
(100) facets, via a rhombic/diamond (111).26,27
A few studies investigated the dynamics of chemical reordering,
targeting only subnanometer nanoalloys.31,32 They identified two
possible rearrangement mechanisms: surface peeling and atomic
inter-diﬀusion.33 The former consists of elementary steps of
surface diﬀusion and displacements and leads to segregated–
segregated transformations. The latter comprises vacancy formation and atomic intracluster diffusion and takes place in
segregated–mixed transitions.
In this work, we systematically analyse finite temperature
solid–solid and chemical reordering in AgPt and AgCu nanoclusters with a diameter of B1.5 nm. In particular, we characterize
morphological and chemical rearrangement mechanisms in
shell@core and Janus nanoclusters, through a systematic analysis
of several different order parameters, which encode detailed
information about the structure, chemical species arrangement
and transition kinetics. We investigate solid–solid transition
mechanisms in AgPt and AgCu clusters because of their fascinating catalytic and optical properties and the large number of
previous optimization and kinetic studies on them.34–37 Our
numerical approach offers a fertile perspective to address how
mismatch (3% for AgPt and 12% AgCu) and chemical ordering
influence rearrangements in clusters.
We find that structural transitions among the Ih, Dh, and Co
geometries happen in small mismatch shell@core nanoalloys
via the same cooperative screw dislocation motions as in their
monometallic counterparts. On the other hand, these mechanisms
are hindered in strongly mismatched systems. They might also
be altered in systems where the chemical ordering violates the
geometrical symmetry: starting from an unfavourable shape with
a Janus chemical ordering, for example, the rearrangements are
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constrained by the Janus cut. We further note that morphological
changes always precede chemical reordering in systems presenting
both unfavourable geometries and chemical patterns. Finally,
regardless of the initial shape and mismatch of the nanoalloy, we
show that surface diﬀusion happens during segregated to segregated
phase transitions, while atomic intercluster diﬀusion drives the
chemical reordering processes of mixed phases.

2 Models and methods
The considered architectures are reported in Fig. 1, where ‘‘@’’
stands for a core@shell ordering and ‘‘J’’ is used for referring to a
Janus pattern. We fix the size at 147 atoms and choose to focus on
the structural changes and chemical reshuﬄe of a silver outer shell
over a Cu or Pt core, likely to be the favourable chemical ordering36,37
and a Janus order with a cut along the (100) facet of a Co and
perpedicular to the five-fold axis for a Dh. In the case of a Janus
architecture, we consider a 3 : 2 stoichiometry. The rationale behind
our system’s choice is to assess the mismatch eﬀect in the case of
both spherical and non-spherical chemical patterns and to address
the competition between structural and chemical rearrangement
mechanisms. We focus on the 147-atom sizes because pure Ag, Pt
and Cu nanoparticles show DSD mechanisms at this size, while
intra-structural basin transitions can take place at larger sizes.38
To investigate structural transitions in bimetallic nanoalloys
we couple molecular dynamics (MD) with a metadynamics
(MetaD) algorithm or an iterative temperature scheme (itMD).
Newton’s equations of motion are solved using a velocity-Verlet
algorithm with a time step of 5 fs while an Andersen thermostat
regulates the temperature of the system. Metal–metal interactions are modelled within the second moment tight binding
approximation39 potential and the employed parametrization
follows the literature.36,37
ItMD consists of a series of concatenated MD runs where the
temperature is slowly increased at a constant rate. Here, we leave
the system free to move for at least 1 ns before the temperature is
increased to 50 K. We start from tempeartures as low as 100 K up
to the melting transition. The 1 ns time frame should be
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suﬃciently long to observe structural changes and to characterise the appearance of any martensitic transition.40 We run at
least three independent simulations for each initial system.
MetaD exploits a history dependent potential, built by summing
Gaussians in a collective variable (CV) space, to enhance the
exploration of the conformational space of the system and eventually
reconstruct its free energy.41 As discussed in our recent work,25 we
can use two window functions (WF), set at characteristic distances of
the pair distance distribution function (PDDF), to investigate structural transitions in nanoclusters. Those CVs are evaluated as:


rij  d0 6
1

X
r0
WF ¼
(1)

 ;
rij  d0 12
i;j;iaj
1
r0
with rij being the distance between the i and j atoms, r0 the window
width, and d0 the characteristic position. In bimetallic systems,
depending on the chemical type of the i and j atoms, we consider
the corresponding bulk lattice parameter or, for hetero-pairs, their
average. The first window function (CV1) is set at the characteristic
pﬃﬃﬃ 
hcp peak
8 3 to count the stacking fault number and to
enhance sliding and rotation of the (111) planes; the second one
(CV2), positioned at around the 5th neighbour distance, is correlated
with altered breathing modes and sliding mechanisms. For this
choice of CVs, the MetaD potential evolves every 10 ps by the
deposition of a Gaussian of height 0.15 eV with a system dependent
width, in the 20–30 range. These two collective variables distinguish
among different shapes but they are little sensitive to the chemical
ordering. As a paradigmatic example, we compare three points in the
(CV1, CV2) plane, namely, (1025, 1204), (956, 1155), and (630, 720),
corresponding to Ag82JCu65 Ih, Ag92@Cu55 Ih and Ag92@Cu55
Co, respectively. Clearly, the last two points, with the same chemical
ordering but different shapes, are far apart, while the first two, with
the same shape but different chemical patterns, are much closer,
and within a few Gaussians. More importantly, these collective
varibles poorly boost any movements via single atomic diffusion,
which is the elementary step by which chemical reordering results.33
As the coordination number is a robust CV to drive the latter
mechanism,42,43 we propose the hetero (heCN) and homo (hoCN)
coordination numbers as efficient CVs to simulate chemical reordering via single atom intracluster or surface diffusion. Taking p0 as the
nearest neighbour bulk reference distance, q0 as the distance related
to the width of the descending branch of a sigmoid function f, and n
and m as the powers used to tune smoothness and asymptotic
behaviour of the analytic function f, the hetero coordination number, HeCN, results:
X  
HeCN ¼
f rij ;
i; j iaj

Fig. 1 AgPt (top) and AgCu (bottom) nanoalloys: an Ih with a core@Ag-shell
and the view of the 55-atom inner core; Janus-Dh cut perpendicularly to the
5-fold axis (middle), and a Janus-Co cut along a (100) plane (right). Ag, Pt, and
Cu atoms are coloured in silver, blue, and orange, respectively.
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The same analytical formulation, with an appropriate choice for
p0, holds for the homo-atomic coordination, HoCN. The Janus
and shell@core structures are well separated along the HeCN
collective variable, the latter being at 476, for Ag92@Pt55, and the
former at 253, in the case of Ag86JPt61. When HeCN (Ag–M,
M = Pt, Cu) is employed as a unique CV, the Gaussians are
deposited every 10 ps, are 0.1 eV tall and 2 (adimensional) wide.
Although using HeCN as sole collective variables enables efficient
sampling of minima with various chemical ordering and energy
differences of several eV, it does not encode enough information to
discriminate among nanoparticle shapes. This implies that clusters
presenting different motifs but similar chemical ordering are
projected onto the same basin, hampering the possibility of
correctly reconstructing the free energy profile.
2.1

Architecture and kinetics characterization

The nanoalloy morphology is monitored by means of the
Common Neighbour Analysis (CNA)44 which characterizes the
local connectivity around each pair of nearest neighbours in
the system. It associates with them a signature (r,s,t) dependent
on the connectivity of their neighbourhood: r is the number of
their common neighbours, s is the number of bonds between
the r atoms, and t is the longest chain among them. The (4,2,2)
CNA signature is assigned to pairs along grain boundaries and
is used here to distinguish among diﬀerent morphologies.
The degree of mixing between the chemical species is
probed by the segregation parameter m,45 defined as:
m¼

HoCN  HeCN
:
HoCN þ HeCN

(3)

m takes a value of 1 for fully segregated systems and 1 for fully
ordered mixed systems. Phase segregated or mixed arrangements are respectively identified by a positive or a negative
mixing parameter value.
The spatial distribution of the two chemical species is
monitored looking at the evolution of the chemical radius of
gyration, Ga:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 X
a
(4)
ðrcomi Þ2 ;
G ¼
N a i2a
where rcomi is the distance of atom i from the center of mass of
the whole cluster, and the sum is over Na atoms of the a
chemical species.31 In shell@core arrangements, GAg and GM,
with M = Cu or Pt, assume two values corresponding to the two
layers around the centre of mass populated by Ag and M-atoms,
respectively, while the Janus ordering, with a roughly 1 : 1
composition, is characterised by a single value similar to both
species.
To provide an estimate of the mobility of a chemical species
during a reordering process, we contrast the nearest neighbour
adjacency matrix of the system, Mij(t), at two diﬀerent time
steps t and t + Dt. Mij(t) is an N by N matrix, with N being the
total number of atoms in the system, with entries equal to 1 or 0
depending on whether the distance between atom i and atom j
falls below or above the nearest neighbour distance. The latter
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is set at the intermediate distance between the first two peaks
of the pair distance distribution function of the a chemical
species. The overall mobility of a chemical species during a
motion of the cluster can be estimated by summing the index of
atomic homo-rearrangements, Rai :
X
Ra ðt; t þ DtÞ ¼
Rai ðt; t þ DtÞ;
(5)
i2a; jai

where

Rai

is given by

Rai ðt; t þ DtÞ ¼


X  a;a

a;a
Mij ðt þ DtÞ  Mij ðtÞ:

(6)

i;j2a; jai

No structural or chemical ordering changes around atom i
correspond to a Rai (t, t + Dt) = 0, while a full rearrangement in
the neighbourhood of an fcc bulk atom within a time step Dt
instead leads to Rai (t, t + Dt) = 24, twice the bulk nearest
neighbours.
To quickly monitor the starting of a chemical reshuﬄing, a
useful quantity is the ratio of atoms of species a which change
at least one of their first neighbours, Ha,

(
Na
X
Y Rai ðt; t þ DtÞ Yð0Þ ¼ 0
a
H ¼
:
(7)
 
Na
Y Ra ¼ 18 Ra 4 0
i2a
i

a

i

a

H ranges between [0,1], H = 0 when no homo-atomic pair has
changed, Ha = 1 when every a atom has at least one change in its
neighbourhood, within a time step Dt. We give here a final
comment on the time-scale over which structural transitions
should be monitored. As a typical period for adatom diﬀusion
on a flat surface is expected to be close to 10 ps, we choose Dt
equal to 10 ps, as self-adatom diﬀusion is the fastest rearrangement process we would like to monitor.

3 Morphological rearrangements:
results and discussion
3.1

Mismatch eﬀect

The mismatch between chemical species in the nanoalloy
aﬀects the rearrangement kinetics of solid–solid transitions
among closed-shell polyhedra, closed polyhedra in the
Pt55@Ag92 and Cu55@Ag92, as highlighted by changes in the
(4,2,2) CNA signature for the whole cluster and the inner core,
see Fig. 2. Let us first discuss the reconstruction in a small
mismatch alloy, Pt55@Ag92. Ih 2 Co and Ih 2 Dh transitions
via the DSD mechanism happen simultaneously in the inner Ptcore and in the Ag outer shell, and they proceed exactly as in the
case of monometallic systems.25 The (100) facets of Dh or Co
first deform into a (111) diamond, which after a collective
rotation of the atoms in the cluster becomes two distinct and
adjoint (111) facets of an Ih morphology. The inverse process,
although more energetically expensive, is also feasible. The free
energy barrier for the Co - Ih (Co ’ Ih) transition is 0.25 eV
(3.6 eV). A partial overlap between the Ih and Dh conformational basins appears due to the sampling of intermediate
defected structures; we heuristically determine an upper bound
on the barriers dividing the two geometries, 1.5 eV (4.3 eV) for
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Fig. 2 (422) CNA signature, in %, of the whole cluster (top) and the 55-atom core (bottom) for Pt55@Ag92 (right) and Cu55@Ag92 (left) during the course
of MetaD runs at 300 K. Reference values for ideal Ih, Dh, and Co geometries are shown via straight gold, green and red lines. When Ih, Dh and Co
geometries are sampled, the plot is highlighted in yellow, dark-green or pink. A representative snapshot for each of the above mentioned geometries is
reported. Colour coding of atoms follows that in Fig. 1.

the Dh - Ih (Ih ’ Dh) transition, by summing up the amount
of MetaD potential needed to escape the initial Dh (Ih) basin.
A diﬀerent mechanism is observed in the case of a large
mismatch alloy, Cu55@Ag92. In this case, the geometric constraints imposed by the mismatch undermine the completion
of the DSD rearrangement in the cluster outer shell. As shown
in Fig. 2, the (4,2,2) CNA signature of the whole cluster does not
correspond to the ones for perfect Dh and Co clusters of 147
atoms, yet the Cu55 core assumes a Dh and a Co geometry. The
Cu core undergoes a clear Ih - Dh or Ih - Co transition
following a DSD mechanism, but this movement is hindered
for the Ag external shell which displays 5-fold twinning and
distorted and concave (111) facets, reminiscent of a non-perfect
chiral shell.46 This novel family of rearrangement mechanisms
resembles the shell-wise Mackay transformations first reported
in Fe561 large-scale DFT optimization.47 The thus sampled
Dh@Ih and Co@Ih structures are a few eV more favourable
than the perfect Dh and Co structures. We notice that the Cu
inner core still performs a DSD movement with a barrier as low
as 0.1 eV, similarly to the one found in the case of pure Cu55.38
The fact that the Cu55-core has a similar barrier in the gas
phase and is covered by an Ag outer shell suggests a weak
interaction between the two parts of the clusters.
3.2

Chemical ordering eﬀect

In Fig. 3, we report two paradigmatic examples of the transition
from Janus Co and Dh geometries towards a Janus Ih, in the
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case of AgCu. We stress from the beginning that the rearrangement
mechanisms are the same as in AgPt clusters, showing a negligible
role of the mismatch in this case. We observe that geometrical
reconstructions towards more energetically favourable structures,
such as the Ih geometry, always precede chemical reordering. In
addition, we find that these geometrical transitions are martensitic
and happen below room temperature. The DSD movement in the
Co - Ih transition happens by the twisting and stretching of the
square facets, around an axis which goes through the center of
the triangular facets. The Janus cut in the initial Co geometry is
parallel to two square (100) facets and perpendicular to the other
two, while it discriminates triangular (111) facets in pure Ag and Cu
rich clusters. The latter presents either Ag edge or one Ag vertex.
The DSD mechanism leads to the splitting of the two mixed square
(100) facets into four mixed triangular (111) facets.
In the case of Dh, we notice a new mechanism. The Janus
cut is along the (100) interface, perpendicular to the 5-fold axis.
The axis is maintained during the transformation towards an Ih
geometry. However, the rearrangement is not any longer driven
by the single-step DSD mechanism, but consist of two-steps: the
formation of a mis-stacked IhJIh morphology, followed by the
rotation of its two halves to form a perfect Ih geometry. Indeed,
the two halves do a separate DSD motion along the same 5-fold
axis but rotating in opposite directions resulting first in a (100)
interface between silver and copper regions. A final rotation of
one species with respect to the other completes the formation
of a Janus Ih.
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Fig. 3 Structural transition in Janus nanoalloys: (422) CNA signature percentage for the Co - Ih transition in Ag82JCu65 during a MetaD run at 10 K (left);
a paradigmatic itMD snapshot for the Dh - Ih transformation in Ag86JCu61, where the appearance of the IhJIh motif is highlighted by a light-green
window (right). The colouring scheme is the same as in Fig. 2.

We would like to stress that below 500 K, on a hundreds of
ns timescale, no chemical changes take place on both AgCu and
AgPt nanoalloys with an initial Janus pattern, although it is
energetically unfavorable. Indeed, the melting transition is
contemporary or next to the appearance of the shell@core
pattern. To define the melting point, in addition to the CNA
analysis, we monitor the vanishing of the second peak of the
pair distribution function. We would like to note that an
unfavourable chemical pattern may lower the melting point and
that a non-linear dependence against stoichiometry appears. Referring to the Ag-Ih147 melting point of 660 K, a single Cu impurity
substitution at the Ih centre shows a 20–25 K increment,48 while
the Ag-shell@Cu-core55 melts at 650 K and pure Cu-Ih147 close to
750 K. Focusing on the Ag@Cu case, the occurrence of the first
hetero neighbour pairs increases and peaks to a value corresponding to the Ag/Cu interface radial distance suggesting the
formation of a shell@core at 575  25 K, and also suggesting that
the Janus - shell@core reordering can take place via solid or
liquid state in the 575–650 K temperature range.
3.3

Chemical reordering mechanisms

To show that the sampled initial and final chemical orders
determine whether surface adatom diﬀusion or intershell
diﬀusion takes place, with a little influence of the mismatch
and initial geometry, let us analyse the paradigmatic case of
structural and chemical evolution in Dh Ag86JCu61 via an itMD
procedure. Fig. 4 reports the evolution of the (4,2,2) CNA
signature, the chemical indexes, segregation parameter m and
chemical radius of gyration Ga, as well as the evolution of Ha
and Ra to detail the kinetics of the reorganization. After the first
3 ns we observe the aforementioned transition from Dh to Ih
through the IhJIh configuration where only a Cu-layer rotates,
followed by the Ag-region which finalises the rotation towards
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the Janus-Ih, Fig. 3. The Janus-Ih results to be a long-lived
metastable one surviving up to 450 K. At this temperature, the
Ag half starts to disorder and surface defects appear and
surface diﬀusion onto the (111) facets starts. This is consistent
with the diﬀusion barrier of a Ag adatom jumping onto an Ih
copper cluster.49,50 Just below 600 K, the chemical reordering
from the defected Janus cluster to a defected shell@core
arrangement takes place via several atomic surface diﬀusion
and inter-cluster rearrangements. In the initial steps of the
reordering process, the mobility of Ag atoms is larger with
respect to Cu, both in terms of the number of Ag atoms
modifying their connectivity and the number of bonds changed. Above 600 K, in agreement with recent free energy
calculations,51 a shell@core pattern is formed and maintained
at least up to 750 K, with both Ag and Cu halves very mobile and
undergoing several structural fluctuations.
Thanks to the introduction of HeCN as a unique collective
variable, chemical reordering transitions can be sampled by
means of Metadynamics. As a paradigmatic example, in Fig. 5
we report the evolution of the chemical indexes m and Ga during
a 200 ns run for Pt55@Ag92, where the initial configuration is a
perfect core@shell Ih. We observe reordering in the inner shells
of the cluster, as signalled by the increasing radius of gyration
in Pt and the decrease of the segregation parameter, corresponding to an increase of the number of hetero bonds. During
such rearrangements, the outer shell is always Ag-rich, if not
made only of Ag atoms, while the two inner shells are Pt-rich;
occasionally also an Ag@Pt@Ag multi-shell ordering is sampled, in
the 140–160 ns time interval. Only after 170 ns, in correspondence
with a similar radius of gyration for Ag and Pt, and an increase in
the segregation parameter, do we observe the formation of a Janus
pattern. Looking at the details of the mechanisms, our simulations
show that the core@shell 2 Janus reordering transition happens
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in agreement with previous studies.31 These two atomic motions
can happen simultaneously and lead to a variety of reordering
pathways which connect, for example, mixed to Janus arrangements or multi-shell to core–shell patterns.
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4 Conclusion

Fig. 4 Typical snaptshots during the itMD dynamics of a Ag85Cu62 Dh up to the
melting point. Five regions are found, shadowed by diﬀerent colours, in
correspondence with changes in the (4,2,2) %. m and Ga show that the Janus
pattern is altered after the formation of an Ih morphology, but a core–shell is
completely formed only after 600 K, very close to, if not after, the melting point.
From the evolution of the Ra and Ha parameters, Ag (grey dots) is initially more
mobile than Cu (orange). Ag starts to move clearly after 450 K with the formation
of a defected Ih in the silver half, while Cu atoms start to move above 550 K.

Fig. 5 Evolution of the chemical radius of gyration (Ga) and of the
segregation parameter (m) for Ag (silver) and Pt (blue), during a HeCN
driven MetaD run at 300 K starting from Ih Pt55@Ag92. The icosahedral
shape is maintained during the evolution.

via surface adatom diffusion while random mixing 2 core@shell
takes place via vacancy formation and intracluster atomic diffusion,

11062 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2017, 19, 11057--11063

We show a rich panorama of rearrangement mechanisms in
Ag-nanoalloys with sizes as small as 147 atoms by means of two
enhanced sampling techniques based on molecular dynamics.
We address how chemical ordering and mismatch aﬀect structural transition pathways among diﬀerent morphologies with a
Ag fraction of 59  3%. We would stress that the stoichiometry
can influence the structural reorganisation pathway, as shown
for AuAg14728 and for AgCu and AgAu nanoalloys,51 but a
systematic study at diﬀerent compositions was out of the scope
of this work, and we focused on addressing the mismatch eﬀect
on structural and chemical transitions. To sample chemical
reorderings more eﬃciently, we introduce the hetero-atomic
coordination number as a sole collective variable of a Metadynamics framework because of its ability to enhance both surface and intra-cluster diﬀusion. We remark that the chemical
coordination numbers are order parameters which may be
easily transferable to boost the sampling of a variety of systems
where (de)alloying processes or mixing–segregation transitions are
of interest. We propose new and proper descriptors to characterise
the geometry, chemical mixing, and mobility of the two chemical
species during the solid to solid transformations. Those quantities
are based on common neighbour analysis and evolution of
the cluster adjacency matrix. Therefore they can be applied to
characterise the dynamics of other nanosystems.
We observe that the diamond–square–diamond rearrangement29
connects Ih to Co and Dh morphologies in core@shell nanoalloys
when the mismatch is less than 10%. In contrast, an incomplete
diamond–square–diamond rearrangement, similar to the shell-wise
Mackay47 mechanism, takes place in a system characterised by a
larger mismatch, where only the inner core can undergo a complete
transformation. Structural transitions in Janus nanoalloys are shape
dependent: while Co rearranges into Ih via the DSD mechanism, this
cooperative screw dislocation motion is hindered in Dh because it is
energetically favourable to have the formation of a (111) interface.
This happens throughout a rotation around the 5-fold axis in the
opposite direction in the two chemical species, leading to the
formation of an IhJIh motif and then a Janus-Ih. The latter is stable
up to 450 K, when the Ag-adatom diffusion on (111) starts to be
thermally activated. In contrast to morphological rearrangements,
which involve rotations, screw and concerted motion, chemical
reordering takes place via surface and/or intra-cluster diffusion
regardless of the system’s composition. We note that a metastable
shape first underwent a morphological transition towards a favourable geometry and only then does the chemical reordering start. We
want to stress that some chemical patterns make escaping from the
Ih geometry very unlikely, as for example the Janus-Ih which is a
basin of attraction, although energetically unfavourable. This is a
quite important result that needs to be exploited as there is a chance
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to tune shape transitions by playing with the initial chemical
ordering. For the considered Ag-nanoalloys, a Janus motif will evolve
towards a Janus-Ih in a wide temperature range, while shell@core
clusters can oscillate among the three main nanomorphologies, at
least in certain size ranges and at certain temperatures. We hope
that this work will stimulate new experimental and theoretical
studies to deepen the links between structural stability and the
formation/synthesis of metallic nanoalloys.
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